










Bridging the Photographic
Past and Future

technology is beyond either
the means or perhaps the
priority that would be
required. For others it may be
viewed as just another passing
fancy or perhaps fad. The reality
is that digital imaging is here.
Notonly will itstay, itwill expand.
The process will seek and find
images that are limited only by
the imagination, the ability to
utilize the technology, and the
willingness to put forth the new
or unorthodox or to some the
bizarre.

We are witnessing the
amalgamation or perhpas
integration of "image capture"
via conventional photographic
processes and various graphic
procedures that present the
viewerwith a "visual experience"
from exciting to confusing to
repugnant. Such is the nature
of most changes, and not just
those involving photographic
processes. Some prefer to
explore the new technology or
science. This can be releated to
exploration of photographic
chemistry as some darkroom
buffs did as they sought a more
effective or more interesting
result. Others find the
opportunity to manage and
adjust their visual captures in
the light roomwith a computer
more comfortable than in the
darkroom with "all that smelly
sutff". Some of this is a health
problem for some. Other
photographers may look for the
opportunity to produce more
interesting (?) or differentvisual
orartistic experiences. The artist
inside many does seek to
express itself. There are many
possible explanations for the
individual interest, exploration
and acceptance of te NEW
technology. Reality is that it has
become a part of our world of
photography.
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I can remember excerpts from
my reading that had the
doomsayers predicting the end
of "art as practiced by painters
and so on. This was the
prediction over a century ago.
There have never been more
painters using oils, watercolor,
chalk, etc, than there are at
present, thanks to having more
leisure and time to pursue.
When color film made a debut,
the end of black and white or
silver photography as we
know it was said to be only a
decade away Such were the
predictions. Nay, not so, one
discovers by meandering the
museum and gallery listings.

The prophets of doom have not
been very accurate regarding
these matters over the years.
True, there have been changes
and the emphasis may vary and/
or meander as time,
explorations and interest
dictate. But the painters are still
with us, the silver (black-and
white) prints in the gallery still
impress the viewer and the
pictures ofour travels and family
that stir the memories still abide
in the family album. The displays
found in galleries, banks,
offices, restaurants and even
barbershops, still have much of
the traditional photography or
painting on display. Yes, they
have some of the more
innovative things also, but it
appears that the traditional
dominates.

The exhibitions which are a
major element for many of our
members still find a strong
divergence of presentations.
The newand/or graphic style of
image has a lot of impact and
has found acceptance. It is not
universal, however. There are
some very fine traditional
pictorials that appeal to a wide
audience. These also have a
strong impact. The beautiful
landscape still has a
meaningful place in the eye of
many viewers. A pleasing

excursion into the wonders of
black light is often part of a
show. The travel portrait found
in a far off land with an exotic
aura is a source ofwonderabout
thatplace. The nature story ofa
mating pair of birds or insects
hatching provides a peek at a
special partofourworld. A small
child experiencing his firstcotton
candy, or a borate bomber
dropping the load of retardant
on the high jumper doing the
Fosbury flop are wonderful
moments captured by the
photographer and shared at
exhibitions. Yes, Virginia there
is a place for the traditional.

The Photographic Society of
America has a purpose. It is to
promote the art and science of
photography. (As does PSSA -
Ed.) This does not mean only
a small part of photography. It
does not meanonly traditional
photography. Itdoes not mean
only digital photography. It
does not mean only the
photography I like. The artand
science of photography has
more and more and more parts
as we learn and growand reach
for new ideas. The expanding
technology has opened doors
and stimulated the imagination
and provided some new
horizons for viewing.There is a
place and room for digital.

Opening the door to digital does
not, however, discard the
history, the heros, or the basic
science of photography that
gave it birth. Without an
understanding and dedication
to those past elements we will
lose the fervour thatgave rise to
the development of our craft,
the pictorial movement, and the
acceptance of photography as
an art form. The traditions,
techniques, and processes that
enabled the extended
expression ofvision through the
medium are still there, qualified
and effective. Preservation of
those elements is important.
When we discard our history
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and validated processes, we are
destined to repeatthe dumb
mistakes and practice the foibles
of our predecessors. The
younger generation abounds
with those trying to emulate the
perception, vision, and
presentations of Weston,
Adams, Lange, et al. It is not
passe! Let us be careful not to
dump the vision with the hype.

Closing the mind just cannot be
an acceptable position as we
pursue the advancement of the
art and science of photography.
We must keep the door open to
all, including the traditional
forms and perspectives. As we
explore new concepts,
processes and technology, as
the Society is doing and must
continue to do, a place forthe
traditional will remain. We
should not even consider trying
to slam the door on our past. To
discard our foundations is to
destroy our roots and thus
eliminate the effectiveness,
perhaps even the probability, of
an enlightened and effective
future. The Photographic
Society of America is and
should be a place for the many,
many facets of the art and
science of photography.

Acknowledgement to the PSA
JOURNAL - AUGUST 1999

MARKET PLACE

For Sale
2XLeitz Pradovit CA2502 250
watt Projectors complete with
60-100 zoom lenses

1 X Leitz special dual projection
stand

1 X Leitz rear projection daylight
editor screen

1X Philips 4 track model D6920I
00 3 motor micro computer
control tape recorder
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1 X Leitz Model DU24A
automatic lap dissolve unit

1 X Grundig mono mixer 420
1 X National reel to reel 4 track
tape recorder

1 X Philips slide synchroniser
model N6400

1 X Philips EM1920 cassette
tape slide synchroniser

All above items boxed with
instruction books - used only
once as new - from deceased
estate. R10 000,00.

Phone : Geoff Armstrong
APSSA, 011 679 2657 after
hours, or Cell 082 576 2746

-----0OO----

For Sale

Leitz Slide Projector 100
200mm zoom plus 150 and 100
lenses. Remote control,
customised transport box and
stand. Value R12 000. Selling
price - R6 500.

Pentax System 35mm screw
type lenses, all metal, SMC, mint
condition, leather cases. 17fish
eye, 20, 28, 35, 55, 85, 100,
135, 30014, 400, 500f4.5,
100018, tripod and macro. All
for R12 500

For both above items
Phone : Charles 011 918 1593

New
Members

It is with pleasure that we
welcome the following new
members to the Society, and
wish them great success in their
photographic endeavours:

Mr A Adroos - Laudium

Mrs S Burger, Halfway House 
AFO

MrA Clark, Benoni- BenoniCC

Mev DR de Haas, Riverview
KZN

Mr & Mrs CF de Klerk,
Rooihuiskraal - Centurion CC

Dr E Henn, Pietersburg 
Pietersburg F.K.

Mr & Mrs D Ireland, Cape Town
- Helderberg P.S.

Mej S Laubscher, Stellenbosch

Mr A McDougall, Queenstown

Mr N Munro, Lyndhurst JHB

Miss SM Ntshingila, Wasbank

Mrs EA Ryan, Bedfordview 
Edenvale P.C.

Mr RG Townshend, Durban

Mr B van der Watt, Middelburg
- Middelburg K.K.

DrJ van Straaten, Bloemfontein
- Bloemfontein K.K.

Mnr JW Veltkamp, Pretoria 
AFO

Mej H Venter, Pietersburg 
Pietersburg F.K.

Thinking
Photography

PORTRAITURE

RECONSIDERED

Bv DAN SWART

More than any other amateur
genre, portraiture has suffered
under an oppressive regimen
of do's and don'ts in the
unwritten folklore of pictorial
photography.

We are told that there must
always be a highlight (a single
highlight) in each eye. The axis
of the eyes must be at an angle.
The model may not wear
jewellery. It is taken for granted
that the only really suitable
models for portraiture are pretty
young girls or grizzly old men.
Backgrounds must be plain,
preferably of a dark to neutral
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Thinking Photography
tone. Items of furniture may not
be visible. Lighting should be soft,
preferably low key. The standard
and obligatory composition is a
head and shoulders cropping with
the head seen at the three-quarter
view. The head must be placed
off-centre facing towards the
larger space. Facial expression
must be pleasant and the model
presented in his/herbest aspect...
and so on.

From the point of view of the
creative photographer this
regimen is intolerably restrictive.
The portraits it produces, while
being competent from a technical
point of view, are either stiff,
saccharine-sweet, obviously
posed, contrived or trite. The
overall effect is deadly dull and
totally false. The worst
consequence of this kind of
precriptive formula is a stifling
uniformity. A pictorialist amateur
portrait can be instantly
recognised as such. They all look
the same. Nevertheless,
dedicated pictorialists love them
and enthuse over their esoteric
qualities such as the lighting, the
hair and the sweet smile.

After seeing too many examples
of this kind of portraiture I felt
compelled to undertake a study
project to see to what extent the
world's leading portrait
photographers followed the
pictorial formula.

It was a revelation to me that not
one of the two dozen most famous
photographers in the Bensusan
Library would have passed the
test had they submitted theirwork
in front of judges who, we assume
for the sake of argument,
subscribe to this formula.

I cite only a couple of examples
to illustrate my point. Yousuf
Karsh could be found wanting
because he uses unconventional
compositions. For example, the
sitter placed off centre but looking
towards the smaller space in
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Georgia O'Keefe 1956 or the
bull's eye placing in Winston
Churchill 1941. Churchill has
a glowering, belligerent
expression; O'Keefe turns
away from the camera and
looks sad. Karsh also included
with the O'Keefe portrait what
could be described as
distracting elements: a piece
of driftwood, the bleached stag
skull on the wall above and a
brightly-lit open doorway on
the right edge of the picture.
Her feet are amputated at the
ankles.

Then there is Arnold Newman
who commits the deadly sin of
placing the headinall theworst
places. His Igor Stravinsky
1946 has the composer tucked
into the bottom left comerwhile
the raised lid of a grand piano
dominates the rest of the
picture. His portrait of the
German industrialist Alfred
Krupp 1963 is placed dead
centre. What is more Newman
uses harsh split lighting with a
dark central shadow on
Krupp's face and depicts him
as a sinistermonster- a portrait
that did not please the sitter at
all.

Despite the fact that these
portraits are generally
considered to be among the
outstanding icons of their
genre they fail on many counts
according to pictorial criteria.
One could go on in this vein for
countless other examples by
acknowledged masters of
portrait photography with the
same results. The point is that
it is absurd to criticise them in
this way. That is because the
criteria are invalid and
irrelevant when applied to
really good portraits. I would
even go as far as to say that as
a means of assessing the
value of any portrait the
pictorial formula is hopelessly
inadequate. It richly deserves
a place on the scrap heap of
history.

The great portrait masters can
however teach us a few valuable
lessons that the pictorial
traditionalists seem to have
forgotten

Since the time of the sculptors
of the Roman Empire a portrait
has been, above all, an attempt
to capture the essential
character and personality of an
individual. Great portrait
painters such as Titian
Reynolds, Gainsborough,
Rembrandt and lngres used
much more than exceptional
drawing skill to produce vital
and living likenesses of their
sitters. Body language, personal
adornment (yes! jewellery),
colour, clothing and background
all contributed to a
comprehensive and uniquely
appropriate composition that
gave the viewer an insight into
the individuality of the sitter.
Stand in front of one of their
masterpieces in the National
Gallery, London or the Louvre
and you will get a sense of the
presence, the aura of the person
depicted.

A portrait is not and never should
be an exercise in stereotyped
composition, rigid conformity or
clever lighting. The camera
excuses its operator from
drawing skill but demands the
same kind of insight and
empathy that has always been
required by artists in any
medium, including photography.

A portrait, according to the great
portrait photographers, is a
collaborative effort between the
photographer and the sitter.
Each portrait should be as
individually unique as each
human being is uniquely
individual.

That is why the world's greatest
portrait photographers do not
follow the pictorial formula and
why their portraits express the
living presence of their sitters
rather than a stiff pose and a
false smile.
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Shrieking
Peanut

Right now I'm in bad
photographic mode. And it has
nothing to do with Congress.
But it has everything to do with
cameras, audio-visual
equipment and tripods. And
more.

Twenty years ago I bought my
first (second-hand) Minolta XG1.
One year later I bought a second
(second-hand) Minolta XG2
body. Audio-visual equipment
followed ten years later. Then
came Congress 1999. It was
going to be everything the
discerning photographer and
aspiring honours applicant could
wish for. It left me excited,
famished and sleepless in P.E.
For a short while, audio-visual
became the centre of the
universe.

We set off for Velddrif on
Saturday. The decision to sleep
over in Montagu left us with
ample time for photography,
gave Roel a good excuse to
indulge in caffeine rushes and
travel via every forgotten comer
of the Cape. The shafts of
luminescence changing the
countrywide was so stunningly
beautiful, that I decided to put
aside any misgivings about my
XG1. The weight of the zoom
lens (80-300) proved to be too
much for the flimsy tripod and
the wind-chill factor put the XG1
into a winter sleep. It was when
I tried to load the XG2 with film
that l became mutinous.

The winder refused to wind and
the shutter refused to shut. Back
to the XG1. (It never liked any
exposure. On our
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mountaineering trips I used to
carry it inside my jacket which
acted as an incinerator for the
camera. The camera in turn
turned my body into a polar
outpost. (Well most of the time
anyway). With the camera's
temperature at a steady 22
degree C I could keep on
clicking. An almost lethal
apprehension overwhelmed me
on Monday morning. By 11h00
I scored 8.2 on the Stress
Richter Scale.

I was to present my audio
visuals after lunch and decided
that it might be a good idea to
put my presentation to the test
during lunch time. A private
sanctuary was found. Roel may
be able to give anyone who's
interested a reasonably
circumstantial account of the
events that followed, as I am
not willing to describe it in any
detail.

It may seem rediculous, but
despite all the agonies, I
persevered. Perhaps
something of what I was feeling
had been communicated to the
audience, or perhaps my mother
had been right about my genes.
That, anyway, is themost lenient
explanation I can give for what
I did. The judges (and the
audience) were treated to a
fiasco in special effects. By the
time I considered withdrawing,
it was too late. When I asked for
my results, I was advised to buy
myself a new camera and to
use the computer for my audio
visuals. Well, I'll let you in on a
secret. My urge to splurge
(which doesn't match my purse),
is monitored very closely by my
bank manager - and individual
self-expression will not
necessarily presage the
flowering of my unique genius!

Adri van Oudheusden APSSA

News from The
Internet- 5

I hope you're all enjoying the
surfing without the salt, sun and
bluebottles. The news this
month is on technical help
regarding digital imaging.
Whether you want this
technology to create hard copy
prints for sending your pies via
e-mail toyourmates, orto create
stunning web pages, you will
need to learn the art of digital
imaging.

The best site I have found for
this new branch of photography
is the New York Institute of
Photography. They feature a
full comprehensive course that
covers everything you will ever
need to know. You'll find them
at: http://www.nyip.com

If you're into building exciting
web pages to show off your
photography, here are a few
sites that will show you how:

The HTML Pit Stop at: http://
www.pageresource.com/html/
index.html

HTML Tutorials at: http://
www.htmlgoodies.com/tutors/
index.html

Annabella's HTML Tutorials at:
http://www.geocities. corn/
~annabella/html.html

There are two pages I've
recently discovered, which
display vividly the extremes to
which photography can be
pushed. The classic black and
white images of the 30's and
40's as photographed by Fred
Stein at: http://
www.fredstein.com/ and the
vibrant colours associated with
modern impressionist and
abstract photography as
interpreted by Tony Sweet at:
ttsweet@earthlink.net.

Till next time.

Tom Lally APSSA
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FIAPNews
Congratulations to David
Moskovitz on being awarded the
AFIAP.

The purpose of FIAP is the
promotion of photographic art
under all its aspects and by all
kinds of photographic events.
The honours awarded by FIAP
are highly appreciated and
desired throughout the world.

The AFIAP is the first distinction
that can be obtained. It is
awarded to authors whose
artistic and technical qualities
and production have been
acknowledged through the
participation in national salons
and through the admission to a
number of international salons
under FIAP patronage.

The candidate forthis distinction
must:

a) have taken part in national
and international salons for at
least five years, and

b) have obtained at least 10
acceptances with at least 5
different works (prints or slides)
in international salons under
FIAP Patronage. (This number
is under review andwill probably
be altered shortly).

The candidate for an AFIAP
distinction must submit :

a) a complete application form
(obtainable from me)

b) not less that 5 and not more
than 10 photographic works of
the candidate (prints or slides
or both). Whether or not the
distinction is awarded, theworks
become the property of FIAP.
They will be used for the FIAP
collections.

Jill Sneesby - Liaison Officer

David Moskovitz has also been
awarded his EIPAS from the
Israeli Photo Arts Society- Well
done, David
Editor
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Letters
The Chairman
Executive Committee
PSSA

The time has comewhich comes
to us all, eventually when age
catches up on you : at age 82 I
think it is time to make way for
younger brains. There is a great
deal of movement occurring in
the Photographic world and I no
longer have the time or inclination
to maintain knowledge of
developments in it and activity at
club level. Also I am not prepared
to risk losing my car whilst
attending meetings at
MuseumAfrica and PSSA
Executive Meetings. Also, I can
no longer afford Congress costs
which is a real sadness for me.

However, I shall miss my
meetings (and the soup - Pam)
and all the wonderful meetings I
have had and outstanding
people I have worked with. Its
been a long time and I regret not
one minute of it- meetings which
used to end at 1 o'clock in the
morning, meetings held from
Randfontein to Benoni - it was
fun.

I am wandering on like an old
man, but it is not every day you
say farewell towonderful friends.

One of my greatest decisions in
life was when I asked Pam to
join us as Secretary. What a
wonderful choice!! If I haven't
done anything else of note in my
life this certainly rates as one.

Cheerio Folk, I shall see you all
from time to time.

Les Luckhoff Hon PSSA
APSSA

---0Oo--

Dear Mr Carew,
•
Prince Albert Olive Festival
Amateur Photographic
Competition

I was given your name by Mr

Wicus Leeuwner, a gentleman
who runs photographic
workshops and I write on behalf
of the organizing committee of
the Prince Albert Olive Festival.

We are at present in the early
stages of planning next year's
Olive Festival, an event which
has been successfully held in
previous years. The object of
the festival incidentally is to
raise funds for the Prince Albert
Tourism Bureau.

As a new venture we ran a
photographic competition as
part of the last festival and
although it was undoubtedly a
success we did not receive a
great number of entries from
members of photographic clubs
despite contacting as many as
possible and advertising in the
Country Life Magazine.

Our present concern is to
publicise the next competition
well ahead of the actual event
and to reach the many talented
amateur photographers who
may be interested in entering. I
understand from Mr Leeuwner
that you may be able to supply
the names and address of the
various clubs around the
country.

I do hope you will be able to
assist us in this regard and look
forward to hearing from you.

John Witton
Tel/Fax: 023 541 1384

---000--
Dear Terry,

Some years ago Jabula
pioneered a club entry to a
World Challenge in Canada in
which 172 clubs competed. We
were placed in the C League
which we won. We then went
to the B League whichwe again
won and finally on being
promoted to the A League we
achieved a hat trick and came
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Letters

tops again.

A similar thing happened when
the first SA World Challenge
was held at Congress in Velddrif.
About 17 teams competed and
the competition was judged by
2 international judges: Maria
Zorn from Canada and Martin
Bruce from the USA. The 3rd
Judgewas BarrieWilkins. South
Africa entered 3 teams the A
team comprised the top 10 from
the current Impala ratings. The
B team comprised the people
from 11th to 20th on the Impala
ratings while the C Team was
an invitation team comprising
the top non-competitive visual
arts group. The overseas judges
were very enthusiastic about the
standard of SA photography and
we scooped the pool when SA's
A team won, the B team came
2nd and the C team third. This
was a marvallous vindication of
the Impala Trophy rankings and
showed the value of competition
to push photographers to their
full potential. Well done the "A"
team.

At congress a couple of years
ago Barrie Wilkins nicknamed
Marike Bruwer "The Mad Cow%.
At Velddrif Congress Isolde
Beukes nicknamed me "La
Grande Dame de Photografie".
This is then added to my
previous nicknames of "Amiable
Amy" (at school), "Auntie Amy"
(as a teacher), PHAKESA or
"the one who gets a move on" to
my black colleagues and now
the Great Lady of Photography.
Thanks Isolde for the
compliment.

Amy Ansell MPSSA EPSSA
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(1) 1st PSSA Audio Visual
Congress 2000

The members on the AV list
(see points 2 and 3 below)
expressed the wish to come
together for an AV Congress or
Convention. I am busy
organising such an event for
the 16th, 17 and 18th June 2000
at Willem Pretorius Nature
Conservation Centre between
Bloemfontein and Kroonstad.
The choice of venue was
determined mainly by the
financial aspect, because it may
be possible to arrange a
Congress that will be
inexpensive for the delegates. I
will supply AV members as well
as all PSSA members with full
details as soon as details such
as sponsors, programme and
accommodation are finalised.
In the meantime PSSA
members are requested to keep
the dates open, while Directors
and Club Chairmen are asked
to please bring the event to the
attention of their members.
Please feel free to contact me
for more information.

(2) Oudiovisuele Lys

Die doel van die lys is om alle
huidige en toekomstige OV
werkers saam te snoerwaar die
adresse, tel. no's en OV
apparaat van almal bekend is.
Sodoende kan ons mekaar
kontak en OV-werkers kan
kennis neem van alle OV
gebeure. Kontak my gerus
indien jou naam nog nie op die
lys is nie. Daar is tans 37 lede
op die lys. OV-fotograwe moet
asb help met ons Nuusbrief,
enige bydrae, versoek,
kommentaar is welkom. Ek wil
nie 'n solovlug he nie.

(3) Meeting of AV
photographers • PSSA
Congress 1999 Velddrif

During congress I organised a
meeting for AV photographers
to obtain their input on general
matters. The meeting was
attended by 20 delegates, all of
whichwere PSSA members and
members on our AV list. The
following is a summary of their
ideas and wishes:

(a) AV Congress - All present
were in favour of an AV
Congress orConvention instead
of an AV Festival, where the
latter implies an event at which
AV's are screened and judged.
To save costs some delegates
were in favour of an AV event
during a Regional or National
Congress, provided that such
an event does not take place in
an hotel or big city. Consensus
was reached that l should make
every effort to organise an AV
Congress, in the light of the
need for such an event and that
we should play it by ear as far as
future AV Congresses are
concerned. The majority was,
however, in favour of an AV
Congress on its own. It was also
too late to synchronisewith other
Congresses in 2000.

(b) AV's during National
Congress - The AV delegates
were concerned about the AV
judging at Congress. The
general feeling was that a
separate venue is needed for
AVjudging; time and spacemust
be provided for candidates to
test their equipment before
judging - the audience should
not sit and wait while AV
equipment is being set up. We
as AV workers and especially
the AV Chairman must ensure
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AVDivision
this in future - we cannot place
the responsibility on the
Congress organisers. I have
already made contact with next
year's PSSA Congress
Chairman and explained the
needs of the AV workers.

Although the delegates agreed
that thejudging for Honours and
AV competition should take
place at Congress, they felt
strongly that this should not be
part of the official programme.
Congress delegates may attend
the judging sessions, but under
controlled and undisturbed
conditions. The winning entries
and successful honours
applications will be screened
during the Honours and Awards
evening. There was also a
strong feeling that a day or some
time during the week be set
aside for AV workers and that
future Congress Chairmen
should liaise with the AV
Chairman in this regard.

The suggestion was made, and
all present were in full
agreement, that we should
make use of people like artists,
professional photographers, etc
for judging, otherwise we will
not eliminate the "inbreeding".
There was also a feeling that
the lack of use of "outside"
judges led to the introduction of
the visual arts section, which
could have been avoided since
photography, as practised by
PSSA members is nothing but
visual art.

(c) Mate Trac- Since the greater
majority of AVworkers use Mate
Trac or Mate Trac compatible
equipment, new and future AV
workers are urgently requested
to buy Mate Trac AV equipment
as it will then be possible to use
the same equipment during
salons or competitions. Please
contact the Chairman or
members on the AV list for more
details.
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(d) AVEquipment- ltwasnoted
by all present that small clubs,
in particular, need urgent help
with the purchase and use of
AV equipment. Organisers of
Regional and National
Congresses are requested to
cater for these needs during
their events.

(e) AV Judging Form and AV
Section on the Website - This
was left to the Chairman to
rewrite and submit to the AV
members and the Board.

(4) Eretoekennings :

Baie geluk aan die volgende
OV lede wat ere toekennings
ontvang het by the afgelope
FVSA-kongres:

LPSSA - Paddy Howes (VA)
APSSA - Marike Bruwer,
Antenie Carstens, Nicole
Palmer (VA) en Rothea Olivier
FPSSA - Willem Oets

(5) Jaarlikse OV-Kompetisie :
Velddrif FVSA-Kongres 1999

Die kompetisie is goed
ondersteun en die volgende
lede het aannames ontvang.

Rothea Olivier met "Autumn
Textures"

Willem Oets met "Cloud 9"

Adri van Oudheusden met "Fly"

Marike Bruwer met "A Dream of
Spring"

Thomas Niemeyer met "From
the Diary of a Reluctant Country
Gentleman"

Die wenners van die kompetisie
was:

Wenner : Marike Bruwer
Naaswenner : Willem Oets

OV Groete,

Gert Lamprecht APSSA
Voorsitter Oudiovisuele
Afdeling FVSA
051 436 2814(H)/401 2439()
082 880 7929/Bus 28069
Danhof 9310
lampregj@cem. nw. uovs. ac.za

Spontaneous
Opinions

Areyousurprisedsometimes
when visitors to ourNational
ParksgetuptoWeirdThings?
Well, you might be comforted
to learn that visitors to
Nationalparks in the USA can
also get up to strange antics
as evidenced by a selection
ofcommentsandsuggestions
from visitors to these parks.
Read on!

The following are suggestions
and comments that have been
received by the National Forest
Service from visitors to National
Parks in the USA:

"Need more signs to keep the
park pristine."
"Escalators would help on steep
uphill areas of the hiking trails."
"More families would enjoy the
parks and city children could
learn more about nature if the
Parks Department would
provide services that include
arcades, water slides and child
care."
"A big hotel with a golf course
and even a convention center
would attract more people to
this natural beauty."
"Instead of a permit system or
fees, the Forest Service needs
to reduce worldwide population
growth to limit the number of
visitors to the wilderness."
"Trails need to be wider so
people can walk while holding
hands."
"All the mile markers are missing
this year."
"We found a smoldering
cigarette left by a horse."
"Many trails need to be
reconstructed. Please avoid
building ones that go uphill."
"Too many bugs and leeches
and spider webs. Please spray
wilderness areas to rid them of
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Opinions

these pests."
"Please pave the trails so they
can be plowed of snow in the
winter."
"Chair lifts need to be in some
places so that we can get to the
wonderful views without having
to hike to them."
"The coyotes made too much
noise last night and kept me
awake. Please eradicate these
annoying animals."
"It would be nice to have the

Kodak scenic markers so we
could identify the photographic
sites."
"I like all the trees but you need
to plant some flowers. Flower
gardens would be so pretty in
the forest."
"The giant trees are spectacular
but there are too many of the
same kind; you should plant
different types, for variety."
"Reflectors need to be placed
on the trees every 50 feet so
people could hike at night with
flash lights."
"You should have a petting zoo

here so that the children could
touch the squirrels, deer and
bears."
"I was stung by a bee; you should
have warning signs."
"A McDonald's would be a nice
sight at the trailhead."
"The places where trails do not
exist are not well marked."
"Too many rocks on the
mountains."
"A deer came into my camp and
stole my bag of chips. Is there a
way I can get reimbursed:
Please call ..°

PSSA Congress - Visions of theWest Coast
Velddrif: 11 - 16 October 1999
Report by AmyAnsell MPSSA EPSSA

A large number of full time
delegates attended a most
enjoyable Congress in the little
fishing village of Velddrif on the
Berg River, just before it flows
into the Atlantic Ocean.

Velddrif is known as the home
of bokkoms and cerebos salt.
The scenery was delightful and
offered lots of photographic
opportunities. The weather
couldn't have been better with
only one overcast morning out
of 6 days!

Congress opened with a
selection of Barrie and Jill's AV's
taken over the past 25 years
and finished with their digital
presentation about endangered
species. The main guest
speaker, Maria Zorn from
Canada had a delightfully
wicked sense of humour to
accompany her beautiful macro
slides. Our old friend Martin
Bruce with infinite patience
posed as a conductor, cook,
seaman, etc. Nicole & Guy
Palmer presented a programme
on their favourite haunts in the
Sperregebied, while Gerhard
and Isolde Beukes showed us
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why they love the Richtersveld.
Johan Botha described how to
capture action in wildlife
photography while Lans van
Hosten gave us a marvellous
selection of SA landscapes.
Howard Wolff took us on a
nostalgic memory trip of the
most important events captured
by photographers in the past
millenium. JJ van Heerden
lectured on the Visual Artist's
interpretation of composition
and Huck Orban showed us
"private" pictures which
portrayed emotion. The Cape
clubs put on a selection of AV's
which were largely about rocks
and flowers and other scenes,
all with a simple but effective
theme. All the Lecturers
received beautiful tablecloths
hand painted by Marike Bruwer.

Outings were laid on to St
Helena Bay where we saw 2
whales, and to Shelley Point to
see the statue of Vasco da
Gama on the spot where he
landed in the 1400's. We also
went to Pater Noster to the
delightful old 'winkel' there. We
were treated to a farm breakfast
on an Velddrif farm which has

been in the Malck family since
the days of Simon van der Stel.

Licentiateships and
Associateships were awarded
to the Visual Arts section for the
first time. Congratulations to
Marike and Ferdinand, Paul,
lsak, Alta, Ema and the rest of
the Swartland Committee for a
job well done.

THE YOUNGESTAND
"OLDEST"MEMBERS

TO RECEIVEANLPSSA
Tasmyn Jewell (15 years) and
Charlotte Wessels (74 years)
both from St Andrew's Visual
Arts Society in Welkom,
received an LPSSA at the
Velddrif National Congress.

Tasmyn "grew up" with
photography but actively started
herself when the photographic
club at school began some 4
years ago. She has won 1st
place in the Junior Section at
the CPS Congress for three
consecutive years, walking
away with 2 CPS medals and
one PSSA medal. She also
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
REGALIA DIVISION
Tel/Fax: (011)421-0992

ORDER FORM

PO BOX 17073
BENONI WEST
1503

UNIT QUANTITY TOTAL

PRICE REQUIRED PRICE

PSSABADGE R30.00

PSSA BLAZER POCKET BADGE R 30.00

PSSA APSSA/FPSSA BLAZER BADGE R 35.00

* INFINITY BADGE R 20.00

• BLUE INFINITY TIE R33.S0

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 4) R 14.00

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 6) R 15.50

SLIDE POSTAL BOX (Holds 12) R 17.00

ERIE SLIDE MASK SELECTOR R25.00

ERIE SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES PER PACKET) R13.00

CHARFIN SLIDE MASKS (20 HALVES P/PACKET) R8.00

GEPE ANTINEWTON SLIDE MOUNTS (20) R45

"HOWTO TAKE EXCELLENT PHOTOS" (Text book) R100.00

"HOE OM PUIK FOTOS TE NEEM" (Handboek) R100.00

BOOKLET - 'PHOTO-JOURNALISM' R4.00

BOOKLET -'FOKUS OP TROUFOTO'S' R4.00

BOOKLET - 'PORTRAITURE FOR BEGINNERS' R4.00

BOOKLET- 'BUILD A FLASHMETER' R4.00

FOCUS ON WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY R4.00
ALUMINIUM SLIDE MOUNTING TAPE 1/2"

PRICE ON APPLICATION

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE

* = Club Orders Only

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:
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International Comp's
won the nature section and took
overall honours - well done.

The Impala Team of Len Miller,
Roeloff van Vuuren, Piet
Heymans, Danie Bezuidenhout,
Frank Reuvers, Nico Smit,
Veronica Coetzer, Freek van
Eeden, Reg Ansell and Eduard
Marais were third in the open
section, 2nd in nature and
second overall.

United Unicorns Unincorporated
from the United Kingdom took
the honours in the open section
both as the winning team and
with the winning slide.

The Congress Invitation team
while only managing 10th place
overall still managed to achieve
a number of medals and
Certificates of Merit. The team
members, all of whom had to
attend congress were Pierre van
den Berg, Gerhard Beukes,
Isolde Beukes, ElaineWhitcher,
Peter Coqui, Marike Bruwer,
Adri van Oudheusden, Izak van
Niekerk, Luc Hosten and Doug
Larsson. The entire competition
has been scanned and an
interactive CD-ROM is now
available from the Recorded
Lectures Library - be sure to
contact Lindsay Duly to make a
booking.

Listed below are all the medal
awards and the Certificates of
Merit achieved by PSSA
members:

Open:

Best Slide : Julie Oum Sea
Flight (United Unicorns
Unincorporated)

Best Sport : Lou Coetzer Burst
into Action (International
Challenge Team)

Best Portrait : Piet Heymans
Sundown Pipe (Impala Team)

Best Creative : Max Arenson
Stormy Surfers (International
Challenge Team)
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Certificates of Merit (SA only):

Max Arenson Bianca
(International Challenge Team)

Max Arenson Greek Priest
(International Challenge Team)

Marike Bruwer Spring Feeling
(Congress Invitation Team)

Luc Hosten Seascape Angler
(Congress Invitation Team)

Freek van Eeden Dune 45
(Impala Team)

Nature

Best Slide : Anton de Villiers
Gliding Bearded Vulture
(International Challenge Team)

Best Action : Anton de Villiers
Te Laat! (International
Challenge Team)

Best Butterfly : Rosemarie
CulverSkipper(London Camera
Club - Canada)

Best Landscape : Gerhard
Beukes Oggendmis (Congress
Invitation Team)

Best Geological : Gerhard
Beukes Rooi Sandsteen
(Congress Invitation Team)

Best Plant : Dana Patch
Mosquito on Pink Lady Slippper
(Greater Lynn Photographic
Association - USA)

Best Bird : Terry Carew
Saddlebi/1 catching Barbel
(International Challenge Team)

Best Insect : Andy Callow
Ammophila Wasp with Larva
(Bert Crawshaw's Team)

Best Animal in Landscape :
John FullerHighArctic Midnight
(Greater Lynn Photographic
Association - USA)

Certificates of Merit (SA Only)

Koos Delport Seekoei geveg
(International Challenge team)

Piet Heymans Help!/ (Impala
Team)

Doug Larsson Low tide design
(Congress Invitation Team)

Eduard Marais Lions catching
springbok (Impala Team)

Nico Smit Hoopoe with young
(Impala Team)

Freek van Eeden Playingyoung
Impala (Impala Team)

FIAP 10th Nature
Biennial - Finland

Prints -

1st (WORLD CUP) : Italy
2nd (FIAP Gold Medal) : South
Africa
3rd (FIAP Silver Medal)
Turkey
4th (FIAP Bronze Medal)
Great Britain
(32 countries participated)

The FIAP Gold Medal for the
best nature print was awarded
to Frank Reuvers for Cheetah
on the Run

Slides -

1 st (WORLD CUP) : South
Africa
2nd (FIAP Gold Medal): France
3rd (FIAP Silver Medal) :
Canada
4th (FIAP Bronze Medal): Great
Britain (31 countries
participated)

The FIAP Bronze Medal was
awarded to Jill Sneesby forLion
and Porcupines

Congratulations to our team
members : Amy Ansell, Max
Arenson, Johan Botha, Lou
Coetzer, Veronica Coetzer,
Koos Delport, Piet Heymans,
Emmanuel Maria, Frank
Reuvers, Jill Sneesby, Christine
Waschefort, Gus Waschefort,
Hein Waschefort, Barrie
Wilkins, HelenWilkins and Barry
Wilton.
Plans are afoot to host and enter
in many more international
competitions - if anyone is
interested andwilling to oversee
these entries please contact Jill
Sneesby.
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SALON SCENE
SA SALON SCENE
(Revision Nov 1999)

DATES
SALON FINAL SECTIONS SALON DIRECTOR

CLOSING EXHIBITION osrG
2000 NATIONALS
A.F.O. 21-Jan-2000 29-Feb-2000 Slides/Prints Fanus Weldhagen

Tel (W)102 808 0857
Tel (H)012 808 0490

Bloemfontein 16-Mar-2000 23-Apr-2000 Slides only Prof Nico Smit
Tel (W)051 401 2125
Tel (H)051 522 2318

Vanderbijlpark 8-May-2000 16-Jun-2000 Slides only Tom Prins
Tel (W)016 889 7121
Tel (H)016 9 322 701

Edenvale 30-Jun-2000 9-Aug-2000 Slides only Sadie Glibbery
Tel (H)011 822 3249
Cell 082 452 5099

NOTE TO SALON DIRECTORS:
PSSA standards on salons require that:
1. Applications by clubs to PSSA to present a PSSA patronage salon should be in writing on the
prescribed PSSA form.
2. Application forms should be submitted 6 months before the intended closing date to ensure efficient
and orderly scheduling of all salons.
3. Contact the PSSA Salon Co-Ordinator (Nico Ligthelm (012)997 1412) for application forms, etc.

HEADLINE
NEWS

Getty grabs Image
Bank

Getty Images has agreed
to buy The Image Bank
from Eastman Kodak.
The takeover is rumoured
tohave costGetty$183m
and is expected to be
complete inDecember. It
will be financed by a
combination of debt
acquisition and the
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proceeds from a5m share
issue by Getty Images,
which is expected to be
filed shortly.
Speaking of the
development, Jonathan
Klein, co-founder and
chiefexecutive officer of
GettyImages, comments:
"We are delighted about
the acquisition of The
Image Bank, not only
because ofits exceptional
content, but due also to
the significant

opportunity for both. .1mproving revenue
growth rate and driving
formargin improvement
through the application
of our proven e
commerce strategy.""
Following the
acquisition, GettyImages
will have well in excess
of60m images andmore
than 30,000 hours of
footage.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
PO BOX 370 EDENVALE 1610

MEMBERSHIP
Membership ofThe Photographic Society ofSouthern Africa is open to anyone interested in the art
and science of photography.

There are four classes ofmembership : Ordinary (Individual). Joint (Family, Husband &Wife, Father
& Scholar child), Student (Fulltime students 18-25 years) and Life.

· A membership Application Form and Subscriptions information for the year ending 30 June 2000
will be found earlier in this issue.
Boardof Directors
President: MR B Wxus Ho MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) Ho» FRPS FPSA, PO Box 5060, Walmer 6065

Phone H(041)581-1738, W(041)581-1214, Fax (041)581-1217
Vice-President : MR TG CRew FPSSA, PO Box 206, Germiston 1400 -Phone W(011)828-9907, Cell 082 452 9129
Vice-President: MR OT PEARMAN HoN FPSSA FPSSA, PO Box 12418, Aston Manor 1630 -Phone/Fax H(011)391
5191 W(011)444-4415

Directors
MR RG ANSELL HoN FPSSA EPSSA, PO Bo¥ 17073, Benoni West 1503 - Phone/Fax (011)421-0992
MR DG BASEL APSSA, PO Box 73056, Lynnwood Ridge 0040 - Phone H(012)804-8404
DR J BoTHA FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP, PO Box 6331, Weltevreden Park 1715 - Phone H(011)475-3138,
W(011)889-7611
Mr A CARSTENS APSSA ARPS, PO Box 1262, Stellenbosch 7599 - Phone (021)886-5330
MRs L DuAPSSA, 3 Kirstein Ave, Highway Gardens 1609 - Phone H(011)609-4214, W(011)329-4800
MR J HoeeN APSSA, 31 Geranium Street, Brackenhurst, Alberton 1448 - Phone H(011)867-4117
MRs S Jeweu FPSSA, PO Box 14, Welkom 9460 -Phone H(057)353-4574
PRor GJ LAMPREcnr APSSA, PO Box 28069, Danhof 9310 - Phone H(051)436-2814
Ds N L1GTHELM APSSA, PO Box 39908, Moreletapark 0044 - Phone H(012)997-1412
MR M MAINE APSSA, 27A Daws Avenue, Bedfordview 2008 - Phone H(011)455-2098
MR PBW MARAIs APSSA, PO Box 1414, Hermanus 7200 - Phone H(0283)2-3357
MR M PerERsen, 86 Methven Road, Westville 3630 - Phone H(031)262-8725
MR F Roux APSSA, PO Box 868, Vereeniging 1930 - Phone H(016)423-1615
MR T SMir APSSA, PO Box 2491, Beacon Bay 5205 - Phone H(043)726-3515
MR J VAN DR Su, PO Box 1828, Nelspruit 1200 - Phone H 082 821 2985

Chairmen of Divisions/Voorsitters van Afdelings:
Audio-Visual: Prof GJ Lamprecht APSSA (See Directors above)
A-V Library/O-V Biblioteek: Mrs L Duly APSSA (See Directors above)
Congress/Convention Co-ordinators: Mr B Wilkins Hon MPSSAFPSSA(Dux) Hon FRPS FPSA & Miss J Sneesby
Hon FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux) (See President above)
Executive Committee/Uitv,:>erendekomitee: Mr D Pearman Hon FPSSA FPSSA (See Vice-President above}
FIAP Representative: Miss J Sneesby Hon FPSSA MPSSA FPSSA(Dux), PO Box 5060 Walmer 6065 - Phone
W(041)581-1214
Honours & Awards/Ere Toekennings: Mr B Wilkins Hon MPSSAFPSSA(Dux) Hon FRPS FPSA (See President
above)
International Competitions: Miss J Sneesby, (See FIAP Representative above)
Visual Arts Division: Mr A Carstens APSSA ARPS, PO Box 1262, Stellenbosch 7599 - Phone H(021)886-5330
Print Division: Mr M Maine APSSA (See Directors above)
Programme Co-Ordinator: Dr J Botha FPSSA ARPS AAPS AFIAP
Public Relations Officer/Skakelkomitee: Mr D Pearman Hon FPSSA FPSSA (See Vice-President above)
Regalia Division: Mr R Ansell Hon FPSSA EPSSA (See Vice-President above)
Salon Co-ordinator/Salon Koordinaat: Ds N Ligthelm (See Directors above)
Transparency Division: Mrs L Duly APSSA (See Directors above)
Treasurer/Tesorier: Mr F Roux APSSA (See Directors above)
Video Division: Mr O Radford APSSA, 5 Miller Street, Calitzdorp 6660 - Phone H(04437)3-3557
Website Master: Mr B Helps, 157 Pretoria Road, Rynfield, Benoni 1501 - Phone H(011)425-5137
Website Register Co-Ordinator: Mr T Lally APSSA, PO box 24113, Hillary 4024 - Phone H(031)44-6762
Youth Division: Mr D Basel APSSA {See Directors above
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